MLN Pathogen
Diagnosis,
MLN-free Seed
Production and
Safe Exchange
to Non-Endemic
Countries

WHAT IS MLN?

Maize Lethal Necrosis (MLN) is a viral disease caused by a synergistic interaction of
Maize Chlorotic Mottle Virus (MCMV) and Sugarcane Mosaic Virus (SCMV) or other
viruses such as Maize Dwarf Mosaic Virus (MDMV) or Wheat Streak Mosaic Virus
(WSMV). In eastern Africa, MLN has so far been reported to be caused by a combination
of MCMV and SCMV infection, but MCMV and SCMV alone are also capable of causing
significant damage. Therefore, most research efforts, including standardization of
diagnostic protocols, are focused on these two viruses (MCMV and SCMV).
HOW IS MLN TRANSMITTED?
MLN-causing viruses are transmitted individually in the
field by insect vectors, from infected maize plants or
other co-hosts of MCMV and SCMV. MCMV has also
been shown to survive in maize crop residues. MCMV
and SCMV can also be either seed-borne (i.e., seed
produced from an infected plant may carry the virus) or
seed-transmitted (i.e., the virus can pass from an infected
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seed to a newly generated plant). Although no quantitative
assessment of seed transmission of MLN-causing viruses
has been published recently, evidence in eastern Africa
so far indicates that these viruses can be carried through
seed, especially when seed production fields have high
incidence of MLN. Thus, it is very important to recognize
the risk that MCMV and SCMV could be transmitted
through the seed, and implement the phytosanitary
measures necessary to eliminate or minimize the risk.

MLN-FREE SEED PRODUCTION

Disease control measures:

As a general rule, planting healthy, certified and treated
seed is the first step for the production of a healthy crop
that can, in turn, result in healthy seed. If MLN-causing
viruses, especially MCMV, are introduced into a new area
through seed, and the infected plants are not diagnosed
and rogued out immediately, the disease could become
quite difficult to control due to the likely presence of
insect vectors in the field that could potentially transmit
the viruses to neighboring fields. From a phytosanitary
perspective, it is important to evaluate the presence of
MCMV and SCMV in seed lots meant for exportation
to countries where MLN/MCMV is reportedly absent. In
principle, there should be zero tolerance for MCMV and
SCMV, which means that if either one is detected in a
seed lot, it should be rejected. Seed produced in a plot
with MLN-infected plants must NOT be transferred to a
known MLN-free location in the same country or outside
the country. In practice, keeping a commercial seed
production field completely free from the MLN-causing
viruses in endemic areas requires extraordinary efforts
and resources. In all cases, any additional conditions
(additional clauses) for phytosanitary and other types of
testing included in the import permit from the receiving
country, will need to be met in full.

Planting schemes should be coordinated to take
into account prevailing winds so that first-planted
nurseries/trials will be placed as far downwind as
possible, and subsequent plantings should progress
upwind. This planting scheme minimizes the “GreenBridge” effect, because insect vectors move from
older to younger maize plants, and wind direction
plays a primary role in vector movement.

•

Timely planting at the onset of the growing season
will help reduce disease incidence and pressure,
which can build up during the season in areas
where MLN is endemic.

•

Field inspection records should be maintained,
including all relevant data (date, operator, samples
collected, test results, number of plants rogued).

•

To effectively monitor the airborne arrival/presence of
potential insect vectors, place blue and yellow insect
sticky traps in a 40-m grid pattern throughout the
nurseries.

•

To control insect vectors, appropriate insecticides
must be sprayed once every 1-2 weeks using
motorized sprayers to reach all plant parts uniformly.
Multiple chemicals should be rotated every month
during the spray schedule to keep the target insects
from developing immunity to any one insecticide type.

Vehicle and equipment: Vehicles and equipment
entering seed production nurseries should be properly
cleaned (and interiors vacuumed) prior to entry, if the
same vehicle/equipment has been used in other maize
fields within the previous 2-3 days.

Crop rotation between maize production cycles with
a leguminous non-host species is important. Known
hosts of SCMV and MCMV include cereal crops
(sorghum, oats, and millets), sugarcane, common
weeds (e.g., Johnson grass), and wild grasses.
MCMV incidence is exacerbated in continuous maize
production fields (Nelson et al., 2011).
A maize-free period of at least two months during
each calendar year should be pursued as a policy in
agreement with local authorities. For this practice to
be successful in minimizing MCMV/MLN incidence,
it needs to be rigorously enforced. Post-harvest
monitoring should be performed weekly during
the maize-free period and maize volunteer plants
destroyed within each farm.

Leaf samples of all symptomatic plants should
be delivered to a maize pathologist for diagnostic
verification.

Field access restrictions: Staff and occasional visitors
must know and follow appropriate procedures when
accessing a seed production site that is maintained
MLN-free (e.g., their clothing should be laundered and
they should not visit any MLN-infected field prior to entry).
A brochure should be provided to visitors on relevant
protocols that staff or visitors must follow.

Field management practices:

•

•

Insect vector control measures:

Seed treatment: Prior to planting, application of a
seed treatment with an insecticide such as clothianidin,
thiamethoxam, imidacloprid or imidacloprid + thiodicarb,
has been shown to provide early-stage protection against
thrips, aphids and other potential vectors of the MLN
pathogens, including beetles (The UK Pesticide Guide,
2015).

•

Seed production fields must be monitored weekly by
trained and certified staff. Roguing and destruction of
plants exhibiting symptoms of viral infection should
begin two weeks after planting and should continue
until harvest.

Weed control measures: Agronomic practices that
control weed populations must be implemented to
control other grass hosts of MLN-causing viruses. As
far as possible, grass roadways and walkways should
be regularly managed and sprayed with appropriate
insecticides to prevent incidence of MLN-transmitting
insect vectors.

Protocol for MLN-free Seed Production

•

•

Field visits by national plant health officials should
be coordinated in compliance with national and state
regulations.
Phytosanitary requirements for international seed
shipments from locations within countries where MLN is
endemic: Seed may be harvested, used or shipped ONLY
from nurseries with authorized field inspection reports
from national plant health inspectors.
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MLN QUARANTINE SITE PROTOCOL
IN NON-ENDEMIC COUNTRIES
A quarantine site enables prevention of unintentional
introduction of pathogens such as MLN-causing viruses
into non-endemic countries. The MLN Quarantine Site
serves as a platform for safely and thoroughly evaluating
materials originating from breeding stations or seed
production fields (outside the country) before being used
in breeding programs or deployment efforts. The following
measures must be rigorously implemented, in addition
to those mentioned in the previous sections, for proper
establishment and management of an MLN Quarantine Site:
•

An MLN Quarantine Site must be isolated from other
maize fields by a minimum of 400 meters.

•

Immediately following harvest, all plants must be
destroyed with a stalk chopper. If vector monitoring
indicates that live vector insects remain in the field at
the time of stalk chopping, the site must be sprayed
with an insecticide just before crop destruction to
prevent/minimize vector dispersal.

•

•

•

All persons working at the MLN Quarantine Site
must be required to wear appropriate apparel, and
to change their clothes and shoes at a designated
changing facility before leaving the site. Before
field clothes and shoes are removed from the site,
they must be placed within sealed plastic bags and
promptly laundered or cleaned.

•

Vehicles must not be permitted within the required
isolation distance (100 meters). After working in the
Quarantine Site, workers are not allowed to board a
vehicle before changing their clothes and shoes.

•

All field equipment used during the crop season must
be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected before leaving
the Quarantine Site. Field equipment must also be
cleaned and inspected prior to storage (to ensure
they are dry). Besides disinfecting the equipment,
an additional precautionary measure – a time delay
of at least 12 hours – should be taken before the
equipment used at the MLN Quarantine Site is moved
or used anywhere else.

•

Official Field Inspections and IPC Certification Field
visits by national plant health officials to the MLN
quarantine sites must be coordinated in compliance
with relevant national and state regulations.

•

•

It is important to monitor insect vectors using
pheromone sticky traps when symptomatic plants
appear in the Quarantine Site. If vectors are also
present, the decision to destroy the crop should be
urgently taken to reduce the risk of vector escape.

The objective of seed sampling is “to obtain a sample
of a size suitable for tests, in which the probability of a
constituent being present is determined only by its level of
occurrence in the seed lot” (ISTA, 2004). Therefore:

No unauthorized persons or visitors must be allowed
to access the MLN Quarantine Site, as such visits
could lead to movement of vectors from the site to
other maize fields.

No persons entering the MLN Quarantine Site should
be permitted to enter any other maize field on the
same day after leaving the Quarantine Site.

As a precautionary measure, in a Quarantine Site,
one infected/diseased plant is considered enough
to destroy the crop. However, if plant-by-plant
monitoring is rigorously carried out at the site, then
only the infected plants (instead of the whole crop)
can be eliminated.

SEED SAMPLING FOR MLN TESTING

Harvested ears to be removed from the Quarantine
Site must be fumigated in a closed container at the
site to ensure that there is no unintentional movement
of any live insects through the ears or harvest bags.

•

•

1.

The seed sample to be tested must represent, as
accurately as possible, the composition of the seed
lot as a whole (AOSA, 2012; ISTA, 2004; Morrison,
1999).

2.

Depending on the size of a seed lot, different types of
instruments are available for the operator to ensure a
homogeneous and representative sampling procedure
(ISTA, 2004).

3.

No matter how accurately an analysis is performed,
the results obtained reflect the quality of the seed
sample submitted for analysis (Morrison, 1999).

Limitations of seed sampling:
1.

As the seed lot size increases, so does the difficulty of
obtaining a representative sample.

2.

Seed lot heterogeneity may cause non-uniform
distribution of the pathogen.

The sampling steps performed in seed health testing are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sampling steps used in seed health testing (AOSA, 2012;
ISTA, 2004; Morrison, 1999).

Tissue samples collected from MLN-symptomatic
plants at the Quarantine Site should be properly
labeled, recorded and submitted to an accredited/
appropriate laboratory within the country for
diagnostic analysis.
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Sampling strategies are indeed critical for virus detection
because viruses are known to be unevenly distributed in
many host plants and seeds. When the distribution of
the virus is not known, the use of composite samples
from different parts of the plant or seed will help to avoid
this problem.

inside of the plastic bag with fingers, implements or
other leaves.

There are no specific guidelines for sampling intensity
(number and size of primary samples to be taken from
individual seed lots). For experimental seed lots weighing
less than 100 kg, an intensity of 10% per entry has proven
to be reliable enough for detecting seed-borne viruses
in maize seed lots produced in MLN-endemic countries
(CIMMYT Seed Health Laboratory, Mexico). For large
amounts of commercial seed, the sampling procedure
should be carried out by withdrawing small amounts of
seed with a cargo sampler (Figure 2), but being careful
to withdraw seed from as many points of the lot as
possible. The International Seed Testing Association,
Grain Inspection Packers & Stockyards Administration,
Association of Official Seed Analysts provide detailed
guidelines for each different seed weight to be sampled.

•

Each sample bag must be labeled with a computergenerated adhesive label that includes all relevant
information (date, site, line, crop stage, etc.).

•

The labeled leaf samples must immediately be
put into a cooler containing freezer blocks. If the
samples are not processed immediately, they must be
refrigerated at 4ºC for no more than 48 hours. After
that time, samples will deteriorate and the results will
not be reliable.

For every symptomatic/infected plant detected, it is
advisable to sample at least three neighboring symptomfree plants into separate sampling bags for further
analysis. The non-symptomatic plant samples should be
indicated as such on the submission label. In general, it
is preferable to undertake systematic sampling across
the field (including both symptomatic and symptom-free/
asymptomatic plants) for analysis.

In general, if the threshold for tolerance of seed
transmission of a pathogen is 1%, then the sample size
needs to be 300-400 seeds. If the threshold tolerance
is much lower than 1%, the sample size may need to
be scaled up accordingly. In the case of MLN, different
sampling strategies may be required, depending on
where seed is being
marketed; in places
where the virus is not
endemic, the tolerance
level can indeed be zero;
in an area where MLN is
endemic, a higher level of
tolerance may be possible
(to be determined by
phytosanitary agencies),
as there are other sources
of viruses (MCMV/SCMV)
in the environment.

a

b

c

d

Figure 3 a-d. Leaf sampling in the field for testing of MLN viruses.

PROTOCOLS FOR DETECTING MLNCAUSING VIRUSES

Figure 2. Cargo sampler for sampling
seed in containers or bags, usually in
quantities greater than 30 kg.

Many methods have been developed for detecting and
identifying plant viruses; however, a single diagnostic test/
assay may provide adequate information on the identity of
a virus. Nonetheless, a combination of methods is usually
needed if a detailed analysis is required.

LEAF SAMPLING FOR MLN TESTING
•

•

Leaf sampling is necessary when field inspections
are carried out to maintain a seed production site
MLN-free. When inspecting a seed production field,
it is advisable to follow the same general measures
suggested for entering a Quarantine Site. The sample
should be taken from the youngest leaf of the plant.
Although symptomatic plants must be tested, it is
critical to analyze asymptomatic plants as well.
The operator should wear laboratory gloves when
carrying out the sampling procedure. A plastic bag
should be inverted over one hand and used to grasp
a portion of the leaf to be sampled. Using the other
hand, the operator grasps the remaining portion of
the leaf and tears it off into the inverted plastic bag,
while maintaining the leaf sample inside the bag
(Figure 3). Caution must be used not to touch the
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Seed testing for detecting possible contamination with
MLN-causing viruses can be done using either Enzyme
Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) or Reverse
Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR).
Although both these methods are reliable, RT-PCR
sensitivity, if the protocol is rigorously followed, is usually
greater, given that the seed sample tested represents the
whole seed lot. It must also be noted that seed contains
factors that may reduce the sensitivity of the RT-PCR
assay. RNA must be carefully isolated from the seed
first, and this increases costs substantially. The choice
of a detection method thus depends on various factors,
including the availability of financial resources, facilities,
and reagents, as well as the expertise and skills needed to

company providing the antisera, and used with
each test. Local controls should also be added to
the test to compare the performance of the antisera
and to judge the results accordingly. If the test is
carried out to check the seed for contamination
with MLN-causing viruses, using controls obtained
from disease-free seed is recommended to reveal
potential background reactions of the antisera with
the seed material.

carry out the assay. Other considerations include the level
of specificity and sensitivity required, number of samples
to be tested, amount of information available on the virus
to be detected and the time necessary for completing
the test.
Since it was introduced in plant virology by Clark and
Adams (1977), ELISA has been the most popular method
for detecting viruses in plant material, insect vectors,
seed and vegetative propagules. ELISA can be used to
test a large number of samples in a short time due to its
simplicity, adaptability, sensitivity and economy in the
use of reagents. ELISA assays are based on the ability
of the antibody to recognize and bind to a
specific antigen (a substance associated with
the pathogen). Antibodies are either polyclonal
or monoclonal, depending on how specific they
are. Several commercial companies produce
high quality ELISA kits. Most commercially
available ELISA kits for detecting SCMV and
MCMV use the double antibody sandwich (DAS)
ELISA technique (Hill, 1984). The sensitivity and
reliability of an ELISA assay can be influenced
by the quality of antibodies, preparation and
a
storage of reagents, incubation time and
temperature, selection of appropriate parts of
plant samples, and use of suitable extraction buffers.

3.

b

Antisera, protocols and recipes: Several companies
in Europe and USA provide kits (antisera) for ELISA
testing of all MLN-causing viruses. Usually the testing
protocol is provided along with the kits. It is important
to always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when
performing the test. The antisera must be: (a) stored
as per instructions; (b) used at the indicated dilution;
(c) not mixed with antisera sourced from different
companies; and (d) not used if expired.

2.

Controls: To obtain reliable results, both positive
and negative controls must be purchased from the

c

Figure 4. (a) Seed grinder; (b) collecting flour through a funnel after
grinding; (c) cleaning the grinder between samples with a shot of
compressed air.

MLN Pathogen Detection Using ELISA
1.

Sample preparation: The seed samples obtained
should be ground with a seed grinder (as seen
in Figure 4). Care should be taken to thoroughly
clean the grinder between samples using a brush or

blowing compressed air, and then using 70% ethanol
to clean all surfaces that came in contact with the
test material (seed). The amount of ground material
needed for the test must be calculated based on
the sensitivity of the assay and the desired level of
detection. However, testing 1 kg of seed (2600 seeds
or so) is very likely insufficient. Extracting the virus
from the sample usually requires diluting the ground
sample in extraction buffer at a ratio of 1:10 w/v,
unless the protocol that comes with the kit gives
different instructions. Figure 5 illustrates important
steps in the ELISA protocol for detecting MLNcausing viruses.

d
a

b

c

g
e

f
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Figure 5. ELISA protocol: (a) plate coating; extraction from (b) leaves
or (c) seed; (d) sample distribution in the plate; (e) washing the plate; (f)
adding conjugate; and (g) results. Yellow colored reactions in the plate
indicate MCMV +ve samples.

4.

Interpretation of results: ELISA results can be
interpreted visually based on the color that develops
in the wells of the ELISA plates or with the help of
a spectrophotometer, which is more accurate. The
recommended wavelength at which the reading
should be taken is given in the ELISA kit protocols,
but not the threshold for establishing whether a
sample is positive or negative. There is no easy way
of establishing positive-negative thresholds in ELISA,
although the threshold for determining whether a
sample is positive or negative is often 2x the value of
the healthy control used in the experiment. Sutula et
al. (1986) and Fenlop and Sopp (1991) provided useful
guidelines for interpreting ELISA data and determining
positive-negative thresholds. In the case of ELISA
test for MLN viruses, one needs to watch specifically
for “false negatives” (i.e., a test result erroneously
indicating that there is no pathogen), as these could
be more problematic than “false positives” (i.e., a
test result erroneously indicating presence of the
pathogen) because samples can generally be retested
to eliminate false positives.

for obtaining reliable PCR results. The following
primers for MCMV and SCMV, reported by Wangai et
al. (2012), can be used to identify MCMV and SCMV:
MCMV Forward Primer
5′-ATGAGAGCAGTTGGGGAATGCG-3’
MCMV Reverse Primer
5′-CGAATCTACACACACACACTCCAGC-3’
Size of amplicon: 550bp
SCMV Forward Primer
5′-GCAATGTCGAAGAAAATGCG-3’
SCMV Reverse Primer
5′-GTCTCTCACCAAGAGACTCGCAGC-3’
Size of amplicon: 900bp

MLN Pathogen Detection Using RT-PCR
Reverse-Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RTPCR) is a sensitive technique that amplifies the virus
nucleic acid. For MCMV and SCMV, the viruses’ RNA
genome is copied into DNA using reverse transcriptase.
Then, short nucleic acid sequences (referred to as
“primers”), in the presence of Taq DNA polymerase,
hybridize to opposite strands of the target sequence,
and amplify segments during repeated thermal cycling
(warming and cooling). Each amplified segment serves
as a new template for amplification in the subsequent
thermal cycle. As a result, very small quantities of nucleic
acids may be amplified relatively quickly. The results of
the amplification may be visualized on an agarose gel,
following electrophoresis and staining.
1.

2.

Controls: A positive control (RNA isolated from a
virus-infected plant) and a negative control (RNA
isolated from a healthy plant), as well as a no-RNA
control, must be used in each experiment to assess
laboratory contamination. The positive and negative
controls are usually lab-generated; the positive
control requires isolating RNA from plants known to
be infected specifically with the virus you are trying
to detect.

3.

Sample preparation: Seed and leaves can be tested
using the proper extraction procedure. In the case of
seed, sometimes it is difficult to obtain good quality
RNA due to the high starch content. RNA extraction
is a crucial step that must be carried out under the
strictest laboratory conditions to avoid contamination
with adventitious nucleic acids present in the
environment, which could lead to erroneous results or
no amplification and, therefore, unreliable detection.

4.

Interpretation of results: The size of the amplified
fragment (amplicon) is the indicator of a positive or
negative sample; this can be ascertained through gel
electrophoresis or, if a real-time PCR protocol is used,
through the number of cycles needed to amplify the
nucleotide region characteristic of the pathogen to
be detected.

Primers, protocols and recipes: Specific primers
are required for each specific pathogen. Primer
specificity and validation are the most difficult steps

Comparison of the two diagnostic methods

Method

Strengths

Constraints

ELISA

•
•

Sensitive, fast and simple
Relatively inexpensive and easy to
manage
Qualitative and quantitative response
Relatively insensitive to contamination
with viruses in the laboratory
environment

•

High sensitivity
Real-time PCR provides qualitative
and quantitative results

•
•

•
•

PCR

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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Dependent on the quality and specificity of
antibodies
Less sensitive than PCR
Multiple steps that rely on accurate sample and
buffer preparation

Difficulty in obtaining good quality primers
The high specificity of primers may not detect
variable viral strains
Expensive to set up and maintain laboratory
Skilled labor required
Sensitive to viral contamination in the laboratory
environment (false positives)
Reagents are costly and can have limited availability
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